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This paper reveals a critical limitation in the electro-hydraulic analogy between a microfluidic

membrane-valve (lMV) and an electronic transistor. Unlike typical transistors that have similar on

and off threshold voltages, in hydraulic lMVs, the threshold pressures for opening and closing are

significantly different and can change, even for the same lMVs depending on overall circuit design

and operation conditions. We explain, in particular, how the negative values of the closing

threshold pressures significantly constrain operation of even simple hydraulic lMV circuits such as

autonomously switching two-valve microfluidic oscillators. These understandings have significant

implications in designing self-regulated microfluidic devices. VC 2012 American Institute of
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4769985]

Electric circuit analogy is widely used in microfluidic

circuit design and analysis. For example, electric resistors

correspond to microfluidic channel resistances and capacitors

to flexible membranes. The analogy is based on the similar-

ity in equations between these circuit components. Since the

theory and simulation methods of electric circuits are well-

established, they greatly facilitate the design and analysis of

various microfluidic circuits.1

Recently, analogy has been drawn between electronic

transistors and microfluidic membrane-valves (lMV), which

are used for self-regulated microfluidic circuits such as

frequency-specific flow regulators,2 digital logic circuits,3–6

and oscillators.7–9 Like an electronic circuit that operates

itself with only a power source and thus minimize the use of

its external controllers, the self-regulated microfluidic cir-

cuits have the potential to greatly reduce reliance on expen-

sive and complex external controllers, which are barriers to

broader use of microfluidic devices. A lMV is a crucial

component that enables operation of self-regulated microflui-

dic devices through its on-off switching.

Similar to the electronic transistor, the lMV’s on-off

switching is determined by the relative difference between

the source (PS) minus gate pressure (PG) versus the threshold

pressure (Figure 1). As depicted in Figure 1(a), when PS is

sufficiently greater than PG, the membrane of the lMV

deflects down and the lMV is on (open). In other words, the

lMV is on when PS�PG is greater than opening threshold

pressure (Pth-open). To turn off (close) the lMV, PS�PG is

less than closing threshold pressure (Pth-close). In typical sili-

con transistors,10,11 the difference between on and off thresh-

old voltage is negligible, thus providing a large parameter

space for the design and operation of large-scale integrated

circuits. Pneumatic lMVs also exhibit small differences

between opening (Pth-open) and closing (Pth-close) threshold

pressures.5,12 However, in self-regulated microfluidic devi-

ces, the detailed characteristic of lMV’s threshold pressure

in the context of other microfluidic parameters such as fluidic

resistor and inflow rate is largely unknown.

Here, we report that Pth-open and Pth-close are significantly

different in hydraulic lMVs, where liquid directly passes

through. We further analyze implications of this threshold

pressure gap for fluidic circuit design using, as a model sys-

tem, a constant flow-driven oscillator that functions like an

FIG. 1. Microfluidic oscillator with two membrane valves. (a) Cross-section

of a microfluidic valve showing its on- and off-conditions. PS, PG, and PD

are pressures at the source (S), drain (D), and gate (G) terminals, respec-

tively. Pth-open and Pth-close are opening and closing threshold pressures,

respectively. (b) Schematic of the oscillator consisting of two microfluidic

membrane valves. The valve has S, D, and inlet and outlet gate terminals (Gi

and Go). Gray and blue areas represent the bottom and top channels of the

oscillator, respectively. Rc and Rd are connection and downstream resistance,

respectively. (c) Schematic showing oscillating and non-oscillating outflows.

The oscillating and non-oscillating outflows are determined by Rd/Rc and

the inflow rate (Qi). Constant Qi is provided by a syringe pump

(enhanced online) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4769985.1] [URL:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4769985.2].
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electronic DC to AC converter.7,8 Then, we reveal the funda-

mental mechanisms of oscillation as well as the restrictions

on operational circuit design parameters when using these

hydraulic lMVs that exhibit negative Pth-close and a depend-

ency of Pth-open on external parameters.

Experimental setups and device fabrication were

explained in our previous study.8 Briefly, each device con-

sists of three layers of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS): top

and bottom slabs for 75 lm-high channels and valves, and

middle layer for thin membrane. A syringe pump was used

to provide a constant inflow and two pressure sensors were

connected at the inlets to measure source pressures. We used

commercial software (PLECS, Plexim GmbH, Switzerland)

for the numerical simulation of the microfluidic oscillator.13

In a hydraulic lMV, we observed that Pth-open and Pth-

close are significantly different. For the initial valve-on state,

the hydraulic lMV also requires a positive threshold pres-

sure [i.e., PS�PG>Pth-open> 0, see Figure 1(a)]. Then, we

could turn off the hydraulic lMV, only when PS is<PG.

This result means additional PG greater than its on-state is

necessary and, in turn, Pth-close has a negative value (i.e.,

PS�PG<Pth-close< 0); through repetitive experiments, we

measured Pth-close to be �1 6 0.2 kPa in our system.13 On the

other hand, positive value of Pth-open can be measured

directly from the two PS profiles of the oscillator’s two

lMVs under the condition that downstream resistance [Rd,

defined in Figure 1(b)] is one order of magnitude higher than

the connection resistance (Rc).
8

The origin of the positive Pth-open comes from the elastic

force of the membrane and the adhesive force between the

valve seat and its membrane, but that of negative Pth-close is

different. When a lMV is on and PS is relatively close to PG,

the membrane of the lMV tends to restore its off-state owing

to the membrane’s elastic force. In a pneumatic lMV, its ad-

hesive force can be easily recovered for the valve’s off-state,

because there is only air between the valve seat and the

membrane. In a hydraulic lMV, even when its membrane

approaches the valve seat, additional pressure is necessary to

squeeze out liquid and to recover the valve’s adhesive force,

thus requiring a negative Pth-close.

Figure 2 explains how the two threshold conditions

determine the lMV on- and off-states in the oscillator. The

oscillator is an excellent system to study the effect of thresh-

old pressures because its continued oscillation [Figure 1(c)]

is possible only when hydraulic lMV can be turned off

(close) each cycle, under conditions that satisfy the Pth-close

values. In the oscillator, two microfluidic valves are con-

nected to each other through their drain and gate terminals

[Figure 1(b)]. For example, valve 2’s drain terminal (D) is

sequentially connected to valve 1’s gate inlet terminal (Gi),

gate outlet terminal (Go), and finally to the outlet of the de-

vice. For simplicity, the pressure profile of just valve 2 is

shown in Figure 2. Here, PS and PG of valve 2 are noted as

PS2 and PG2, respectively. Initially, valve 2 is in the off-state

and PS2�PG2 of valve 2 increases because PS2 accumulates

through constant inflow and PG2 is constant. After PS2�PG2

reaches Pth-open, valve 2 turns on. Then, its high PS2 shuts off

valve 1 through valve 1’s gate terminal. Then, PS2�PG2

decreases as fluid flows out from the open valve 2 (the first

gray region in Figure 2). Likewise, when valve 1 turns on,

PG2 of valve 2 jumps up, thereby making PS2�PG2<Pth-close

of valve 2. This causes valve 2 to turn off. In this way, owing

to alternating on-off states of the two valves, oscillation

continues.

Note that, for the oscillation, on-off state of the two

valves is always opposite. If valve 2 is on but does not satisfy

PS2�PG2<Pth-close¼�1 kPa at the moment of valve 1 on,

both valves are on and oscillation stops. This condition can

be described as PSG-min>Pth-close, where PSG-min is defined

in Figure 2.

In the hydraulic lMV of microfluidic oscillators, we

show how negative Pth-close constrains operational ranges of

the ratio of downstream to connection resistance (Rd/Rc); Rd

and Rc are depicted in Figure 1(b). Under the constraints of

negative Pth-close, oscillation occurs at Rd/Rc¼ 7.5 and 13.7

but not at Rd/Rc¼ 0.3 [Figure 3(a)]. For oscillation to be

maintained, valve 2 must be turned off when valve 1 turns

on. At the moment valve 1 turns on, the serially connected

Rd and Rc work as a pressure divider;13 the relation between

PS of valve 1 (PS1) and PG of valve 2 (PG2) is

PG2 � PS1r=ðr þ 1Þ; (1)

where r is Rd/Rc. When this relationship is applied to valve

2’s off-condition (PS2�PG2<Pth-close), this gives PS2�PS1

r/(rþ 1)<Pth-close< 0. Because PS2 is <PS1 at the moment

valve 1 turns on, as long as Rd/Rc (i.e., r) is large enough

valve 2’s off-condition is satisfied and the outflow oscillation

continues [inset of Figure 3(a)]. In contrast, in an equivalent

electronic oscillator, oscillation is possible even at Rd/

Rc¼ 0.3 because of positive Pth-close, thus allowing more

flexibility in the range of fluidic resistances.

Interestingly, in addition to contributions from the

intrinsic properties of the lMV such as membrane elasticity

and adhesion, Pth-open of the hydraulic lMV changes with

different operating conditions such that the value increases

FIG. 2. Simulated source and gate pressure profiles of valve 2 at the onset of

oscillation. Qi is 2 ll/min. Gray region corresponds to valve 2-on state.

At the bottom panel, PSG-min is a minimum value of PS�PG. If PSG-min is

> Pth-close at the moment of valve 1-on to valve 2 off, valve 2 stays on. As a

result, both valves are on and oscillation stops.
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with increasing Qi and Rd (we change Rd but fix Rc); see Fig-

ure 3(b). Compared to electronic transistors where threshold

voltage is an intrinsic property, Pth-open’s dependency on

external parameters (Qi and Rd) makes design of lMV cir-

cuits more complex. This dependency can be explained by

the drain minus gate pressure (PD�PG). If PD�PG of the

off-valve becomes more negative, as illustrated in the valve-

off state of Figure 1(a), its membrane more tightly presses its

seat at the drain side thereby increasing Pth-open. To explain

how increasing Rd makes PD�PG more negative [Figure

3(c)], we consider the state of valve 1 on and valve 2 off [see

Figure 1(b) with valves 1 and 2 labeled]. PD of valve 2 is

close to the outlet pressure (�0 kPa) because valve 2 is off

and there is negligible flow between valve 2’s drain and the

outlet. On the other hand, PG of valve 2 (PG2) increases with

increasing Rd at constant Qi because PG2 follows Poiseuille’s

law at valve 1 on. Thus, PD�PG of valve 2 becomes

more negative at higher Rd [Figure 3(b)], thereby increasing

Pth-open. In the same way, Pth-open also increases with increas-

ing Qi because PD�PG becomes more negative by Pois-

euille’s law. Despite the increasing Pth-open by Qi, the

oscillation period (/ Pth-open/Qi, Ref. 8) decreases at higher

Qi [Figure 3(a)] because increment of Pth-open is �Qi.

Specifically, as shown in Figure 3(b), Pth-open changes from

9.8 to 12.7 kPa and from 8.9 to 10.4 kPa, whereas Qi changes

from 2 to 10 ll/min; this makes the increment of Pth-open and

Qi as 30% and 16% for Pth-open and 400% for Qi.

Notably, negative Pth-close also limits the operational

range of Qi. At a higher Qi, outflow changes from oscillatory

to non-oscillatory flow (Figure 4). The inset of Figure 4

shows how PSG-min changes with increasing Qi; in the case of

the equivalent electronic transistor having positive Pth-close, it

is clear that the oscillator will have higher operational Qi.

Interestingly, PSG-min initially decreases; then it increases and

finally becomes greater than Pth-close (i.e., no oscillation). The

initial decrease of PSG-min comes from increasing Pth-open with

increasing Qi. This is because the switching-on valve’s

increased Pth-open directly raise the switching-off valve’s PG

and thus PSG-min of the switching-off valve decreases. How-

ever, as the switching becomes faster, the on-valve, which

is to be switched off, cannot faithfully follow the change of

Pth-open. To explain, we compare off- and on-valves’ PS: in the

off-valve, the accumulation rate of PS is proportional to Qi,

whereas in the on-valve, regardless of Qi, the release of PS fol-

lows characteristic time constant (s) that is approximated as

(RcþRd)Ctot; see Figure S3.13 When the valve’s on-to-off

switching is faster than its s, the on-valve’s PS discharges

insufficiently, thereby raising PSG-min. s is calculated as 13 s

for one on-valve and twofold of that s for a two valve system.

This approximated critical period (26 s) is in relatively good

agreement with the base of PSG-min (inset of Figure 4) obtained

from computational simulation. The on-off condition of valves

and oscillation conditions are summarized in Table S1.13

In conclusion, we show that hydraulic membrane-valve

have significantly different closing and opening threshold pres-

sures and that the opening threshold pressure changes depend-

ing on circuit design parameters such as channel resistances

and operation conditions such as flow rates. The negative clos-

ing threshold pressure constrains the values of resistors and

flow rates that can be used to achieve oscillation. A comprehen-

sive analysis of how the microfluidic resistors and inflow rates

affect the oscillator circuit’s ability to turn valves off clarifies

the conditions under which oscillation can occur. This study

provides a fundamental understanding and theoretical frame-

work for a broad range of microfluidic valve-based devices.
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